Kevin Lee & Bullet
SPORTDOG® DISTRIBUTOR SALES MANAGER
Labrador owner (Cooper and Kicker), bird hunter, deer hunter, and fisherman
That's not some marketing mumbo-jumbo written by a bunch of suits. We really are just like you and your buddies: Obsessed with dogs and hunting. And, like you, we spend as much time as possible walking the prairie, roaming the woods, or searching the sky from a waterfowl blind. We also respect the hunting tradition and know the importance of conservation. For all those reasons and more, we'll continue to create our products based on the guiding principle of providing Gear The Way You'd Design It.
SENIOR CREATIVE DESIGNER
Coonhound owner (Wyatt), bird hunter
OUR GEAR LEADS THE FIELD BECAUSE WE’RE ALWAYS IN THE FIELD

Lance Tracy & Roxy

CCO
English Setter owner (Roxy and Lulu), bird hunter, and big game hunter
In an industry seemingly overcrowded with electronic dog training products, Radio Systems Corporation® ventured into the sporting dog market with the creation of SportDOG® Brand in 2003, which might have appeared to be driven only by misguided ambition. However, that was far from the case. Our broad line of superior products is the result of focusing on a promise we made to our customers on day one: We will deliver Gear The Way You’d Design It.®

We have made good on that promise by literally designing our products in the field. A concept is nothing more than a concept until we analyze it with challenges such as heat, cold, rain, snow, dust, mud, and wind in mind. Every sportsman knows such conditions are just part of the hunt. So, once we’ve built a prototype product, it’s back to the field for rigorous testing with input from everyone on our staff. To us, these field sessions are just another day at the office. And they are the difference between products that look good on paper or in advertisements and those that actually perform the way you demand.

That’s how we’ve been operating from the beginning. It must have been what the industry needed, because today, SportDOG Brand is one of the most recognized brands in the electronic dog training category. Our products are known not only for their quality, but also for being the best value for the dollar out there. Over the years we have added to our product lines, offering more variety. But no matter how fast we grow or how large the SportDOG name becomes, we will never forget our promise to keep making Gear The Way You’d Design It.
The rugged, versatile SportHunter® Series excels in all environments and is especially suited to upland and multi-dog hunting situations. The SportHunter Series can be expanded to control multiple dogs by adding SportDOG Brand® Add-A-Dog® collars. With the comfortable “soft coat” Transmitter finish, these units are a pleasure to use.

RUGGED. VERSATILE. EXCELS IN ALL ENVIRONMENTS.

:: 1 MILE RANGE
:: 21 INSTANTLY SELECTABLE STATIC STIMULATION LEVELS;
  LOW/MEDIUM/HIGH STIM RANGES
:: TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
:: EXPANDS TO 6 DOGS WITH ADD-A-DOG® COLLARS
:: DRY® WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
:: RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN
  2 HOURS
:: INTUITIVE, NO-LOOK OPERATION LETS YOU STAY FOCUSED
  ON YOUR DOG
**SPORTHUNTER® 1225X**

- 3/4 MILE RANGE
- 21 INSTANTLY SELECTABLE STATIC STIMULATION LEVELS; LOW/MEDIUM/HIGH STIM RANGES
- TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
- EXPANDS TO 3 DOGS WITH ADD-A-DOG® COLLARS
- WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
- RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS
- INTUITIVE, NO-LOOK OPERATION LETS YOU STAY FOCUSED ON YOUR DOG

**SPORTHUNTER 825X**

- 1/2 MILE RANGE
- 21 INSTANTLY SELECTABLE STATIC STIMULATION LEVELS; LOW/MEDIUM STIM RANGES
- TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
- EXPANDS TO 3 DOGS WITH ADD-A-DOG COLLARS
- WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
- RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS
- INTUITIVE, NO-LOOK OPERATION LETS YOU STAY FOCUSED ON YOUR DOG

SPORTHUNTER SYSTEMS ALSO INCLUDE: LOW BATTERY DETECT FEATURE / BASIC TRAINING MANUAL

**Transmitter & Receiver Are Waterproof And Submersible To 25 FT., Per Nema 4P And IPX7 Standards**
1 MILE RANGE
REALTREE MAX-5 CAMO FINISH
21 INSTANTLY SELECTABLE STATIC STIMULATION LEVELS;
LOW/MEDIUM/HIGH STIM RANGES
TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
EXPANDS TO 6 DOGS WITH ADD-A-DOG® COLLARS
WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS
INTUITIVE, NO-LOOK OPERATION LETS YOU STAY FOCUSED ON YOUR DOG

Clay Thompson & Skeeter

CATEGORY MANAGER
Labrador owner (LS), bird hunter, deer hunter, and fisherman

The waterfowler hunts in unique settings and needs top performance from his most important asset: his retriever. So SportDOG® Brand created a series of remote trainers specifically to meet those demands. The WetlandHunter® Series isn’t some old products reintroduced with a new name. It was designed from the ground up by pros like Charlie Jurney, Chris Akin, and Tom Dokken, to name just a few members of the SportDOG team who stake their livelihood on how well their dogs perform. All Transmitters and Collar Receivers are guaranteed waterproof and submersible, and they look outstanding — without standing out — because they are finished in Realtree Max-5® camo.

ESPECIALLY SUITED TO THE TOUGHEST WATERFOWL ENVIRONMENTS

:: 1 MILE RANGE
:: REALTREE MAX-5 CAMO FINISH
:: 21 INSTANTLY SELECTABLE STATIC STIMULATION LEVELS;
LOW/MEDIUM/HIGH STIM RANGES
:: TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
:: EXPANDS TO 6 DOGS WITH ADD-A-DOG® COLLARS
:: WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
:: RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS
:: INTUITIVE, NO-LOOK OPERATION LETS YOU STAY FOCUSED ON YOUR DOG
WETLANDHUNTER® 425X

:: 500 YARD RANGE
:: REALTREE MAX-5® CAMO FINISH
:: 21 INSTANTLY SELECTABLE STATIC STIMULATION LEVELS; MEDIUM/HIGH STIM RANGES
:: TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
:: EXPANDS TO 3 DOGS WITH ADD-A-DOG® COLLARS
:: WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
:: RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS
:: INTUITIVE, NO-Look OPERATION LETS YOU STAY FOCUSED ON YOUR DOG

SD-425XCAMO

WETLANDHUNTER SYSTEMS ALSO INCLUDE: LOW BATTERY DETECT FEATURE / BASIC TRAINING MANUAL

SPORTDOG® TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER ARE WATERPROOF AND SUBMERSIBLE TO 25 FT., PER NEMA 6P AND IP67 STANDARDS

Ducks Unlimited Corporate Partner Since 2008 - Ducks Unlimited, Inc. is the World Leader in Wetlands Conservation

REALTREE MAX-5 Camouflage Pattern © 2003 of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises, Ltd., all rights reserved.
The FieldTrainer® 425X Series is loaded with technical breakthroughs in the smallest package available in this price range. Features such as 3-dog capability and waterproof/submersible Transmitters and Receivers are among the most advanced features ever offered in a mid-range training system. The comfortable “soft-coat” Transmitter finish makes these palm-of-the-hand sized units a pleasure to use. And because we know that no two dogs are alike, we’ve designed the 425XS model to provide higher static stimulation power for larger or stubborn dogs.
FIELDTRAINER® 425XS

- FOR HIGH-DRIVE, MORE STUBBORN DOGS
- 500 YARD RANGE
- 21 INSTANTLY SELECTABLE STIMULATION LEVELS; MEDIUM/HIGH STIM RANGES
- TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
- EXPANDS TO 3 DOGS WITH ADD-A-DOG® COLLARS
- WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
- RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS
- INTUITIVE, NO-LOOK OPERATION LETS YOU STAY FOCUSED ON YOUR DOG

FIELDTRAINER SYSTEMS ALSO INCLUDE: LOW BATTERY DETECT FEATURE / BASIC TRAINING MANUAL

TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER ARE WATERPROOF AND SUBMERSIBLE TO 25 FT., PER NEMA 6P AND IP67 STANDARDS

SPORTDOG®

SD-425XS
The SportTrainer™ Series was made with ease-of-use in mind, featuring an easy-to-read OLED screen where you can view the selected dog, static stimulation level, and mode, as well as battery status, with just a glance. This, combined with large plus/minus buttons to quickly toggle among dogs and stim levels, makes the SportTrainer family of remote training collars especially suited for both single and multi-dog hunting situations.

SCREEN CLARITY THAT IS ALWAYS SHARP, BRIGHT, AND IDEAL

:: 3/4 MILE RANGE
:: 10 LEVELS OF STATIC STIMULATION WITH LOW/MEDIUM/HIGH STIM RANGES
:: TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
:: OLED DISPLAY SHOWS SELECTED DOG, STATIC STIM LEVEL, STIM MODE, AND BATTERY STATUS
:: EXPANDS TO 6 DOGS WITH ADD-A-DOG® COLLARS
:: Drytek® WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
:: RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS
SPORTTRAINER™ 875

:: 1/2 MILE RANGE
:: 10 LEVELS OF STATIC STIMULATION WITH LOW/MEDIUM STIM RANGES
:: TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
:: OLED DISPLAY SHOWS SELECTED DOG, STATIC STIM LEVEL, STIM MODE, AND BATTERY STATUS
:: EXPANDS TO 3 DOGS WITH ADD-A-DOG® COLLARS
:: DRYTEK® WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
:: RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS

SPORTTRAINER 575

:: 500 YARD RANGE
:: 10 LEVELS OF STATIC STIMULATION WITH LOW/MEDIUM STIM RANGES
:: TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
:: OLED DISPLAY SHOWS SELECTED DOG, STATIC STIM LEVEL, STIM MODE, AND BATTERY STATUS
:: EXPANDS TO 2 DOGS WITH ADD-A-DOG® COLLAR
:: DRYTEK® WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
:: RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS

TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER ARE WATERPROOF AND SUBMERSIBLE TO 25 FT., PER NEMA 6P AND IP67 STANDARDS
The SportTrainer™ Series was made with ease-of-use in mind, featuring an easy-to-read OLED screen where you can view the selected dog, static stimulation level, and mode, as well as battery status, with just a glance. This, combined with large plus/minus buttons to quickly toggle among dogs and stim levels, makes the SportTrainer family of remote training collars especially suited for both single and multi-dog hunting situations.

**SCREEN CLARITY THAT IS ALWAYS SHARP, BRIGHT, AND IDEAL**

- 3/4 MILE RANGE
- 10 LEVELS OF STATIC STIMULATION WITH LOW/MEDIUM/HIGH STIM RANGES
- TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
- OLED DISPLAY SHOWS SELECTED DOG, STATIC STIM LEVEL, STIM MODE, AND BATTERY STATUS
- EXPANDS TO 6 DOGS WITH ADD-A-DOG® COLLARS
- WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
- RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS
SPORTTRAINER™ 875

- 1/2 MILE RANGE
- 10 LEVELS OF STATIC STIMULATION WITH LOW/MEDIUM STIM RANGES
- TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
- OLED DISPLAY SHOWS SELECTED DOG, STATIC STIM LEVEL, STIM MODE, AND BATTERY STATUS
- EXPANDS TO 3 DOGS WITH ADD-A-DOG® COLLARS
- DRYTEK WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
- RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS

SPORTTRAINER 575

- 500 YARD RANGE
- 10 LEVELS OF STATIC STIMULATION WITH LOW/MEDIUM STIM RANGES
- TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
- OLED DISPLAY SHOWS SELECTED DOG, STATIC STIM LEVEL, STIM MODE, AND BATTERY STATUS
- EXPANDS TO 2 DOGS WITH ADD-A-DOG® COLLAR
- DRYTEK WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
- RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS

TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER ARE WATERPROOF AND SUBMERSIBLE TO 25 FT., PER MEMA 6P AND IP67 STANDARDS
From the big wide open of the prairie to the thick tangles of northern alder swamps, keeping tabs on hard-running pointing dogs calls for unique gear. Our UplandHunter® System fills that niche. This is the pinnacle of SportDOG® efficiency. A situation-programmable Transmitter controls a compact, waterproof Collar Receiver and at the same time remotely operates a rugged, waterproof, audible Beeper. Control and flexibility are always at your fingertips. Like most SportDOG Brand® systems, the UplandHunter remote trainer is easily expandable to multi-dog use with Add-A-Dog® collars.

:: 1 MILE RANGE
:: 7 INSTANTLY SELECTABLE STATIC STIMULATION LEVELS; LOW/MEDIUM/HIGH STIM RANGES
:: TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
:: EXPANDS TO 3 DOGS WITH ADD-A-DOG® COLLARS
:: WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
:: RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS
:: REMOTE BEEPER: 9 SELECTABLE TONES; 3 RUN MODES (SILENT, 5- OR 10-SECOND BEEP); AUDIBLE TO 500 YARDS; INSTANT LOCATE FEATURE WITH THE TOUCH OF A TRANSMITTER BUTTON
:: UPLANDBLAZE® ORANGE FINISH

THE UPLANDHUNTER SYSTEM ALSO INCLUDES: LOW BATTERY DETECT FEATURE / BASIC TRAINING DVD AND MANUAL

TRANSMITTER, RECEIVER & BEEPER ARE WATERPROOF AND SUBMERSIBLE TO 25 FT., PER NEMA 6P AND IP67 STANDARDS
SportDOG® Brand has redefined the meaning of “classic” by meshing the traditional ProHunter® Transmitter design with the same advanced features incorporated into our remote trainers. The ProHunter 2525 is a workhorse system that fits with virtually any sporting breed. With a range of up to 2 miles, it’s ideal for hounds, beagles, and far-ranging pointing dogs. For hunters and trainers who want the best of both worlds, this is it! Once again SportDOG Brand delivers on our promise: Gear The Way You’d Design It."
With the HoundHunter® model specifically designed for controlling tracking and trailing dogs, you keep the thrill of the chase within your control. The SD-3225 allows control of up to 6 dogs from the compact Transmitter. It is ideal for hunters who pursue bear, bobcat, mountain lion, and raccoon with multiple dogs. With a range of up to 2 miles, keeping control of a long-range pursuit is easier than ever.

- 2 MILE RANGE
- 7 INSTANTLY SELECTABLE STATIC STIMULATION LEVELS; LOW/MEDIUM/HIGH STIM RANGES
- TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
- EXPANDS TO 6 DOGS WITH ADD-A-DOG® COLLARS
- WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
- RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS

THE HOUNDHUNTER SYSTEM ALSO INCLUDES: LOW BATTERY DETECT FEATURE / BASIC TRAINING DVD AND MANUAL

TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER ARE WATERPROOF AND SUBMERSIBLE TO 25 FT., PER NEMA 6P AND IP67 STANDARDS
All Add-A-Dog Collars are compatible with any SportDOG® Brand multi-dog remote trainer system.

REALTREE MAX-5 Camouflage Pattern ©2013 of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises, Ltd., all rights reserved.
The SportDOG® Brand YardTrainer 100 is designed for basic obedience training around the house, yard, or park - any situation where your dog is within 100 yards of you. It’s a compact and discrete system packed with premium features at a value price. The YardTrainer 100S was built for more stubborn and easily distracted dogs by offering its static stimulations in a higher stim range than the YT-100. With more operating range, the YardTrainer Family also includes the YT-300.

BASIC OBEDIENCE TRAINING AROUND THE HOUSE, YARD, OR PARK

:: 100 YARD RANGE
:: WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
:: 8 INSTANTLY SELECTABLE STATIC STIMULATION LEVELS
:: TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
:: RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS
:: BASIC TRAINING INSTRUCTION WITH PRO TRAINER CHARLIE JURNEY INCLUDED
YARDTRAINER 100S

:: FOR HIGH-DRIVE, MORE STUBBORN DOGS
:: 100 YARD RANGE
:: WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
:: 8 INSTANTLY SELECTABLE STATIC STIMULATION LEVELS
:: TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
:: RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS
:: BASIC TRAINING INSTRUCTION WITH PRO TRAINER CHARLIE JURYNEY INCLUDED

YARDTRAINER 300

:: 300 YARD RANGE
:: WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
:: 8 INSTANTLY SELECTABLE STATIC STIMULATION LEVELS
:: TONE AND VIBRATION OPTIONS
:: RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS
:: BASIC TRAINING INSTRUCTION WITH PRO TRAINER CHARLIE JURYNEY INCLUDED

YARDTRAINER SYSTEMS ALSO INCLUDE: LOW BATTERY DETECT FEATURE
TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER ARE WATERPROOF AND SUBMERSIBLE TO 25 FT., PER NEMA 6P AND IP67 STANDARDS
The TEK 1.5 Series systems include a combination of Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum Technology paired with a Collar Receiver that is designed to fit both small and large breeds. The TEK 1.5 Series includes tracking-only, as well as a tracking + training system.

TEK-V1.5LT | GPS TRACKING + E-COLLAR SYSTEM

- Track and train dogs up to 7 miles away
- Up to 99 static stimulation levels, plus vibration and tone
- Tracks up to 12 collars
- Tilt compensated compass
- Modular design

- Collar receiver - waterproof design technology
- Waterproof handheld
- Rechargeable Li-Ion batteries
- Minimum 20 hrs continuous use
TEK-V1.5L | GPS TRACKING SYSTEM

:: TRACK DOGS UP TO 7 MILES AWAY
:: TRACKS UP TO 12 COLLARS
:: TILT COMPENSATED COMPASS
:: COLLAR RECEIVER - WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

HOPTEK™
Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) provides immunity to signal interference & allows for higher transmitter output power, resulting in superior range performance.

DRYTEK
Waterproof and submersible to 25 ft., per NEMA 6P & IP67 standards.

VOICE
Handsfree, realtime voice updates.

TOPO
Allowing terrain navigation based on elevation changes.

GPS + GLONASS
Increased accuracy by capturing data from both satellite constellations.

WATERPROOF HANDHELD
:: RECHARGEABLE LI-ION BATTERIES
:: MINIMUM 20 HRS CONTINUOUS USE

TEK 1.5 SERIES SYSTEMS ALSO INCLUDE: LOW BATTERY DETECT FEATURE / BASIC TRAINING DVD AND MANUAL

WATERPROOF
Submersible to 5 ft., per NEMA 6P & IP67 standards.

TEK 1.5 SERIES SYSTEMS ARE WATERPROOF AND SUBMERSIBLE TO 25 FT. PER NEMA 6P AND IP67 STANDARDS

MINIMUM 20 HRS CONTINUOUS USE

COLLAR RECEIVER - WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
SportDOG® Brand was first to combine GPS tracking with e-collar training. With TEK 2.0 technology, tracking and training is more reliable and more accurate than ever. Our voice feature, with Bluetooth, sends your dogs’ location and direction to your earpiece, not just the Handheld. Enjoy total control of your dog, or even up to 21 dogs (by simply adding TEK-2AD collars), with premium training features, along with feedback on their locations, via preloaded, full-color 1:100,000 topo maps. Simply put, this system lets you hunt and navigate with confidence.
TEK-V2L | GPS TRACKING SYSTEM

:: Bluetooth® COMPATIBLE
:: UP TO 10 MILES RANGE USING HOPTEK™ TECHNOLOGY
:: TRACKS UP TO 21 COLLARS / HANDHELDs
:: 1:100,000 PRELOADED TOPO MAPS

HOPTEK
Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum (FHSS) provides immunity to
signal interference & allows for higher transmitter output power,
resulting in superior range performance.

VOICE
Handsfree, real-time voice updates.

:: DRYTEK™ COLLAR RECEIVER - WATERPROOF DESIGN
:: WATERPROOF HANDHELD
:: DESKTOP APPLICATION FOR HANDHELD
:: COLLAR RECEIVER HAS 24 HOURS BATTERY LIFE
:: AT 3 SECOND UPDATE RATE

DRYTEK
Waterproof and submersible to 25 ft., per NEMA 6P & IP67 standards.

WATERPROOF
Submersible to 5 ft., per NEMA 6P & IP67 standards.

HOPTEK™ FREQUENCY HOPPING SPREAD SPECTRUM (FHSS) PROVIDES IMMUNITY TO SIGNAL INTERFERENCE & ALLOWS FOR HIGHER TRANSMITTER OUTPUT POWER, RESULTING IN SUPERIOR RANGE PERFORMANCE.

TOPO
Allowing terrain navigation based on elevation changes.

GPS + GLONASS
Increased accuracy by capturing data from both satellite constellations.

VOICE
Handsfree, real-time voice updates.

HYDROFLEX™ TECHNOLOGY.

*BLUETOOTH EARPIECE NOT INCLUDED

TEK-V2L SERIES SYSTEMS ALSO INCLUDE: RECHARGEABLE LI-ION BATTERIES / LOW BATTERY DETECT FEATURE / BASIC TRAINING MANUAL

DRYTEK™ RECEIVERS ARE WATERPROOF AND SUBMERSIBLE TO 25 FT., PER NEMA 6P AND IP67 STANDARDS.
ADD-A-DOG® COLLAR FOR: TEK-V1.5LT & TEK-V2LT* 
*INCLUDES ADDITIONAL PINK AND GREEN ID BANDS THAT COORDINATE WITH ADDITIONAL DOGS.

TEK-2L 
ADD-A-DOG COLLAR FOR: TEK-V1.5L & TEK-V2L*
TEK SERIES E-COLLAR MODULE

TEK SERIES USB CHARGE CABLES

TEK SERIES COLLAR CHARGE CRADLE

TEK SERIES HANDHELD ANTENNA

TEK SERIES COLLAR ANTENNA REPLACEMENT KIT

*TEK 2.0 HANDHELD & COLLAR RECEIVER / TEK 1.5 COLLAR RECEIVER ONLY
ALSO AVAILABLE: TEK-V2GBATT COLLAR REPLACEMENT BATTERY / TEK-V2HBATT TEK 2.0 HANDHELD REPLACEMENT BATTERY / TEK-V2IDBANDS COLLAR ID BANDS

SAC00-16544 / TEK-V2ADAPT TEK 2.0 ADAPTOR

TEK-V2CABLE*

TEK-V2GCRAD

TEK-V2HANT

TEK-V2GANT
The new lineup of SportDOG® Brand bark collars is designed to match virtually any dog's temperament - as well as any dog owner's requirements. The entry-level SBC-8 features eight levels of progressive correction and has a user-replaceable battery. The mid-range SBC-10 features 10 levels of progressive correction and a rechargeable Li-Ion battery. The flagship SBC-R offers 10 levels of correction and lets you choose from three programmable training modes: Temperament Learning, Progressive Correction, and User-Selected. All collars feature new patent-pending bark detection technology. The SBC-R is waterproof and submersible to 10 feet, and the SBC-10 and SBC-8 are DryTek® - waterproof and submersible to 25 feet.
2 SELECTABLE MODES: PROGRESSIVE CORRECTION & USER-SELECTED
10 LEVELS OF STATIC STIMULATION
WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

BUILT-IN SAFETY FEATURE - IF YOUR DOG BARKS 15 TIMES OR MORE WITHIN AN 80 SECOND PERIOD, THE COLLAR WILL STOP ISSUING STATIC STIMULATION FOR 30 SECONDS, AND THEN RESUME NORMAL OPERATION
RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERY; CHARGES IN 2 HOURS, LASTS 100-150 HOURS PER CHARGE

PROGRESSIVE CORRECTION, NO PROGRAMMING REQUIRED
8 LEVELS OF STATIC STIMULATION
WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY

BUILT-IN SAFETY FEATURE - IF YOUR DOG BARKS 15 TIMES OR MORE WITHIN AN 80 SECOND PERIOD, THE COLLAR WILL STOP ISSUING STATIC STIMULATION FOR 30 SECONDS, AND THEN RESUME NORMAL OPERATION
REPLACEABLE ALKALINE BATTERY LASTS 1-2 MONTHS

COLLAR IS WATERPROOF AND SUBMERSIBLE TO 25 FT., PER NEMA 6P AND IP67 STANDARDS
The SportDOG Brand® Contain + Train™ system provides all of the current containment capabilities of our In-Ground Fence™ system, combined with the remote training capabilities of our popular FieldTrainer® 425, allowing owners to secure their dogs within set boundaries, and train both inside those boundaries at home, and in the field.

**CONTAINMENT MODE**
- 7 LEVELS OF STATIC STIMULATION TO MATCH ANY DOG’S TEMPERAMENT
- VIBRATION/TONE OPTION
- EXPANDS TO ANY NUMBER OF DOGS WITH PURCHASE OF ADDITIONAL COLLAR RECEIVERS (SDF-CTR ADD-A-DOG® COLLAR)
- INCLUDES 1,000 FEET OF WIRE AND 100 BOUNDARY FLAGS
- EXPANDS UP TO 100 ACRES WITH PURCHASE OF ADDITIONAL WIRE & FLAG KITS (SDF-WF)

**TRAINING MODE**
- 500 YARD RANGE
- 7 INSTANTLY SELECTABLE STATIC STIMULATION LEVELS; LOW/MEDIUM/HIGH STIM RANGES
- VIBRATION AND TONE OPTIONS
- EXPANDS TO 3 DOGS WITH SDF-CTR ADD-A-DOG COLLARS
- COLLAR RECEIVER AND REMOTE TRANSMITTER FEATURE RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES

**SDF-CT**
- REMOTE TRANSMITTER IS WATERPROOF AND SUBMERSIBLE TO 25 FT., PER NEMA 6P AND IP67 STANDARDS
- COLLAR RECEIVER IS WATERPROOF AND SUBMERSIBLE TO 10 FT.
The SportDOG Brand® SDF-100C In-Ground Fence™ System uses a small and sleek Collar Receiver featuring a Li-Ion battery that recharges in two hours and has a one to two month battery life. The system has seven levels of static stimulation as well as vibration and tone, making it easier than ever to keep your dog safe and secure. With 1,000 feet of wire and 100 flags, you can contain an area as large as 1 1/3 acres (or up to 100 acres with the purchase of additional wire and flags). Multiple dogs? Simply purchase additional collars. Dependable in any environment, the collar is DryTek® - waterproof and submersible to 25 feet.
Remote Launcher Transmitter & Receiver

- 1/2 mile range
- Compatible with other manufacturer's launchers & wingers
- Duck, pheasant & shotgun report sounds available
- 2 modes of operation
- Controls up to 9 launchers or wingers
- Expandable to control 36 receivers
- Waterproof & submersible
- Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries; charge in 2 hours, last 80 hours per charge
REMOTE LAUNCHER RECEIVER
COMPATIBLE WITH SD-425, SD-425S, SD-425CAMO, SD-825, SD-1825, SD-1825X, SD-1825CAMO, SD-1875SCAMO, SD-1875 & SD-2525

:: COMPATIBLE WITH OTHER MANUFACTURER’S LAUNCHERS & WINGERS
:: DUCK, PHEASANT & SHOTGUN REPORT SOUNDS AVAILABLE
:: WATERPROOF & SUBMERSIBLE
:: RECHARGEABLE LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES; CHARGE IN 2 HOURS, LAST 80 HOURS PER CHARGE

ALSO AVAILABLE: SAC00-14730 - EXTERNAL SPEAKER; SAC00-14354 - 15’ CABLE
SD-BEEP REMOTE BEEPER

- FEATURES SPORTDOG® REALHAWK™ BEEPER SOUND
- WATERPROOF DESIGN TECHNOLOGY
- 2 HOUR CHARGE
- 9 SELECTABLE TONES
- 3 RUN MODES (SILENT, 5- OR 10-SECOND BEEP)
- AUDIBLE TO 500 YARDS

- INSTANT LOCATE FEATURE WITH THE TOUCH OF A TRANSMITTER BUTTON
- CHANGE TONES AT UP TO 1 MILE RANGE
- COMPATIBLE WITH SD-425X, SD-425XS, SD-825X, SD-1825X, 1825X CAMO, SD-425, SD-425S, SD-825, SD-1825, 1825CAMO, SD-1875, AND SD-2525

REMOTE BEEPER IS WATERPROOF AND SUBMERSIBLE TO 25 FT., PER NEMA 6P AND IP67 STANDARDS
'COLLAR STRAPS

:: 1" COLLAR STRAPS: NECK SIZE 8" TO 27"; 48 TIGHTLY SPACED HOLES FOR A CORRECT FIT
:: 1" AVAILABLE IN: BLACK, BLUE, ORANGE, RED, GREEN, OR YELLOW
:: 3/4" COLLAR STRAPS: NECK SIZE 5" TO 22"; 41 TIGHTLY SPACED HOLES FOR A CORRECT FIT
:: 3/4" AVAILABLE IN: BLACK, BLUE, ORANGE, RED, PINK, GREEN, YELLOW, GREY, OR CAMO
:: METAL ROLLER BUCKLE FOR EASY FASTENING ON YOUR DOG
:: WATERPROOF / RUSTPROOF
:: METAL STRAP KEEPER FOR SAFETY

CAR CHARGER

:: SAC52-15714 FOR USE WITH:
   FIELDTAINER® 425X/425XS (SD-425X/425XS)
   WETLANDHUNTER® 425X (SD-425XCAMO)
   SPORTHUNTER® 825X (SD-825X)
   T2K 1.5 HANDHELD ONLY
   SDR-AXF, SDR-AXS & SDR-AXC ADD-A-DOG® COLLARS
:: SAC00-12842 FOR USE WITH:
   SPORTHUNTER® 1225X (SD-1225X)
   SPORTHUNTER® 1825X (SD-1825X)
   WETLANDHUNTER® 1825X (SD-1825XCAMO)
   HOUNDTUNER® 225 (SD-225)
   UPLANDHUNTER® 1875 (SD-1875)
   SDR-AX, SDR-AXW, SDR-AH & SDR-AB ADD-A-DOG COLLARS

ANTENNA 3.5"

:: SDT34-16723 FOR USE WITH:
   SPORTHUNTER® 875 (SD-875E OR SD-875)
   SPORTHUNTER 1275 (SD-1275E OR SD-1275)
   SPORTHUNTER 825X (SD-825X)
   SPORTHUNTER 1225X (SD-1225X)
   SPORTHUNTER 1825X (SD-1825X)
:: SAC00-12543 FOR USE WITH:
   WETLANDHUNTER® 1825X (SD-1825XCAMO)
   HOUNDTUNER® 3225 (SD-3225)
   UPLANDHUNTER® 1875 (SD-1875)
   SDR-AX, SDR-AXW, SDR-AH & SDR-AB ADD-A-DOG COLLARS

REPLACEMENT PROBES

:: SAC00-12571 SHORT PROBES / SAC00-12570 LONG PROBES
:: INSULATED PROBES DELIVER CONSISTENT STIMULATION ON LAND AND WATER
:: ACCOMMODATE VARYING THICKNESS OF COAT

SAC00-10815: 3/4" BLACK COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10812: 1" BLACK COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-11921: 3/4" BLUE COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-11920: 1" BLUE COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10822: 1" RED COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10823: 3/4" RED COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-12797: 3/4" REALTREE MAX-5® CAMO COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10825: 3/4" GREEN COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10824: 1" GREEN COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10837: 1/4" ORANGE COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10834: 3/4" ORANGE COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10816: 3/4" BLACK COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10813: 1" BLACK COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10817: 3/4" ORANGE COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10814: 1" ORANGE COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10812: 3/4" BLUE COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10811: 1" BLUE COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10822: 1/4" RED COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10821: 1" RED COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10834: 3/4" GREEN COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10833: 1" GREEN COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10837: 1/4" ORANGE COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10834: 3/4" ORANGE COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10816: 3/4" BLACK COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10813: 1" BLACK COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10817: 3/4" ORANGE COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10814: 1" ORANGE COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10820: 1" RED COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10815: 3/4" ORANGE COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-10812: 1" ORANGE COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-11820: 3/4" RED COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-11822: 1" RED COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-12795: 3/4" YELLOW COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-12823: 1" YELLOW COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-12684: 3/4" GREY COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-12684: 3/4" GREY COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-11820: 3/4" RED COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-11822: 1" RED COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-12795: 3/4" YELLOW COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-12823: 1" YELLOW COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-12684: 3/4" GREY COLLAR STRAP
SAC00-12684: 3/4" GREY COLLAR STRAP
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Product Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| COMMANDER             | Designed for use in adverse weather, lower pitch penetrates rain, snow, and fog, rubber mouthpiece for better grip in cold weather | :: Designed for use in adverse weather  
:: Lower pitch penetrates rain, snow, and fog  
:: Rubber mouthpiece for better grip in cold weather | SAC00-11752: ROY’S COMMANDER (RED) |
| SPECIAL               | Lower-pitched “trill” sound carries farther, used to train more field champions than any other whistle | :: Lower-pitched “trill” sound carries farther  
:: Used to train more field champions than any other whistle | SAC00-11765: CLEAR COMPETITION / SAC00-11749: ORANGE |
| SPECIAL WITHOUT PEA   | No trill / high-pitched sound, excellent for puppies and close-work, won’t freeze | :: No trill / high-pitched sound  
:: Excellent for puppies and close-work  
:: Won’t freeze | SAC00-11750: ORANGE W/O PEA |
| MEGA                  | Long range control, directs sound forward, protects handler’s ears | :: Long range control  
:: Directs sound forward  
:: Protects handler’s ears | SAC00-11747: CLEAR COMPETITION MEGA / SAC00-11748: MEGA |
| THE ANSWER            | No trill / high-pitched sound, directs sound forward, won’t freeze | :: No trill / high-pitched sound  
:: Directs sound forward  
:: Won’t freeze | SAC00-11755: THE ANSWER MEGA (ORANGE) |
NYLON DOUBLE LANYARD
SAC00-11771: NYLON, DOUBLE

:: LIGHTWEIGHT NYLON
:: DURABLE AND COMFORTABLE
:: DOUBLE CLIPS FOR BACK-UP WHISTLE OR REMOTE TRANSMITTER

LEATHER BRAIDED LANYARD
SAC00-11795: LEATHER, BRAIDED, DOUBLE

:: DURABLE, COMFORTABLE, SPLIT-LEATHER CONSTRUCTION
:: DOUBLE CLIPS FOR BACK-UP WHISTLE OR REMOTE TRANSMITTER
:: ADJUSTABLE SLIP KNOT

GEAR KEEPER TETHER
50-RETRACT

:: STAINLESS STEEL CABLE WITH NYLON COATING
:: STAINLESS STEEL SPRING & HARDWARE
:: 20” EXTENSION
:: 12 OZ. RETRACTION FORCE
:: 60 LBS. BREAKING STRENGTH
LOCATOR BEACON

:: BRIGHT, LONG-RANGE LIGHT
:: CHANGES FROM SOLID TO BLINKING WITH PRESS OF A BUTTON
:: 250 HOURS BATTERY LIFE
:: USES (2) REPLACEABLE CR2032 BATTERIES (INCLUDED)
:: FITS BOTH 1” AND 3/4” COLLAR STRAPS
:: WATERPROOF AND SUBMERSIBLE
:: CARABINER INCLUDED FOR EASY ATTACHMENT ANYWHERE
:: AVAILABLE IN: BLUE, RED, YELLOW, GREEN, WHITE
QUICK & PRECISE CORRECTION
EXCELLENT FOR TEACHING BASIC COMMANDS
FOR TRAINING ONLY
26" OVERALL LENGTH

EXTRA LONG NO-SLIP RUBBER HANDLE
STIFF DESIGN
34" OVERALL LENGTH
HIGHLY VISIBLE AND EASY TO FIND

EASY-COIL CONSTRUCTION
HIGHLY VISIBLE BLAZE ORANGE
TANGLE-FREE DESIGN
HEAVY DUTY BRASS SNAP
FLOATS

TRAINING COLLAR
SAC00-11745: TRAINING COLLAR 26"

30' CHECK CORD
SAC00-11746

HEEL STICK
SAC00-11774

TRAINING COLLAR 26" CHECK CORD 30'

SAC00-11746:
TRAINING COLLAR 26" CHECK CORD 30'
CANVAS
:: EXCELLENT FOR YOUNG AND ADULT DOGS
:: READILY HOLDS GAME SCENT
:: WEIGHTED FOR EASY THROWING

PLASTIC
:: KNOBS DESIGNED TO PREVENT HARD MOUTH
:: AIR VALVE ALLOWS ADJUSTMENT OF WEIGHT AND BUOYANCY

AVAILABLE COLORS
:: ORANGE - GOOD FOR SCENT TRAINING
:: WHITE - EXCELLENT FOR THROWING AGAINST DARK BACKGROUNDS
:: 50/50 BLACK & WHITE - GOOD FOR THROWING AGAINST ALL BACKGROUNDS
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>STYLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-11650</td>
<td>NATURAL PUPPY 1 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-11684</td>
<td>NATURAL 1 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-11688</td>
<td>ORANGE PUPPY 1 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-11685</td>
<td>ORANGE 1 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-11671</td>
<td>WHITE 1 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-11674</td>
<td>WHITE JUMBO 1 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-11651</td>
<td>ORANGE 1 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-11673</td>
<td>ORANGE JUMBO 1 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-11672</td>
<td>50/50 BLACK AND WHITE 1 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-11675</td>
<td>50/50 BLACK AND WHITE JUMBO 1 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-11671</td>
<td>WHITE 1 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-11674</td>
<td>WHITE JUMBO 1 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-11651</td>
<td>ORANGE 1 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-11673</td>
<td>ORANGE JUMBO 1 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-11672</td>
<td>50/50 BLACK AND WHITE 1 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-11675</td>
<td>50/50 BLACK AND WHITE JUMBO 1 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-13583</td>
<td>ORANGE BULK PLASTIC DUMMY 48 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-13584</td>
<td>WHITE BULK PLASTIC DUMMY 48 PK.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC00-13585</td>
<td>50/50 BLACK AND WHITE BULK PLASTIC DUMMY 48 PK.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WHO WE ARE

LANCE TRACY / CCO
DARRELL DOUGLAS / SportDOG Brand® Associate Director
STEVE KELLEY / National Sales Manager
KEVIN LEE / Distributor Sales Manager
JOSH MILLER / Field Specialist
CLAY THOMPSON / Category Manager
GRETCHEN GOODSON / Marketing Manager
HALEY FORMAN / Brand Marketing Specialist
BEN RIDDELL / Senior Creative Designer
CHAD HASBROUCK / Program Manager
KRISTEN KNUCKLES / Demand & Supply Specialist
BRENT GOETZL / New Technology Engineer

KEVIN ZINN / Staff Engineer, Mechanical
JASON EDWARDS / Staff Engineer, Firmware
KEN COWIN / Staff Engineer, Firmware
KENNETH WACASEY / Staff Engineer, Electrical
BRANDON LEE / Staff Engineer
MATTHEW RICHARDSON / Senior NPD Engineer
CARL CASTEEL / Engineering Technician
MELISSA STALLING / Engineering Technician
WAIMAN BAI / Senior Engineering Manager
CLEMENTINE LUO / Documentation Specialist
KRISTIN MOSES / Customer Experience Advocate
The SportDOG Brand® Conservation Fund supports game populations by donating time and funding to ensure hunters and their dogs will have wild places to pursue wild game for generations to come. Large investments in partnerships with some of the most respected national conservation organizations in the United States highlight our support of habitat and wildlife populations that depend on these natural resources.